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THE MULTI-LINGUAL DATABASE SYSTEM*

Steven A. Demurjian and David K. Hsiao

Department of Computer Science

Naval Postgraduate School

Monterey, California 93943

U. S. A.

ABSTRACT
In the past, the design and implementation of a database system has followed a rather

conventional approach. First, a specific data model for the database system is chosen. Second, a

corresponding model-based data language is then specified. The result of this traditional

approach to the database-system development is a mono-lingual database system where the user

sees and uses the database system with a specific data model and its model-based data language.

The conventional practice for the database-system design and implementation mandates that a

database system must be restricted to a single data model and a specific model-based data

language.

This paper introduces a new and unconventional approach to the design and

implementation of a database system, the multi-lingual database system (MLDS). The multi-

lingual database system is a single database system that can execute many transactions written

respectively in different data languages and support many databases structured correspondingly

in various data models. For example, this multi-lingual database system can run DL/I

transactions on IMS databases, CODASYL-DML transactions on network databases, SQL
transactions on relational databases and Daplex transactions on entity-relationship databases,

where the system appears to the user like a heterogeneous collection of database systems. Thus,

a multi-lingual database system allows the old transactions and existing databases to be migrated

to the new environment, the experienced user to continue to utilize certain favorite features of

existing data languages and data models, the new user to explore the strong features of the

various data languages and data models, the hardware upgrade to be focused on a single system

instead of a heterogeneous collection of database systems, and the database application to cover

wider types of transactions and different modes of interactions.

' The work reported herein is supported by grants from the Department of Defense STARS Program and conducted at the

Laboratory for Database Systems Research. Naval Postgraduate School. Monterey, CA 93943.



1. INTRODUCTION

Data models, data languages and database systems have evolved over a number of years.

For instance, in the sixties, IBM introduced the Information Management System (IMS), which

supports the hierarchical data model and the hierarchical-model-based data language, Data

Language I (DL/I). In the seventies, Sperry Univac introduced the DMS-1100 database system,

offering the network data model and the network-model-based data language, CODASYL Data

Manipulation Language (DML). The evolution continued with IBM's introduction of the

SQL/Data System in the eighties which supports the relational model and the relational-model-

based data language, Structured English Query Language (SQL) and with CCA's introduction of

the Daplex data language based on the entity-relationship data model. As in the evolution of

software-laden database systems, the hardware-assisted database systems followed the same

pattern. Thus, the experimental CASSM28 database machine of the seventies supported the

hierarchical data model and data language. The prototyped XDMS 7 database backend also of the

seventies supported the network data model and CODASYL-DML. More recently, the Britton-

Lee IDM 500 and the Teradata DBC 1012 support the relational data model and relational-

model-based data languages similar to SQL.

1.1. Mono- Lingual versus Multi-Lingual ~ A Contrast

Whether they are database software systems or database hardware machines, the

conventional approach to their design and implementation has been typified by the following

steps. First, a specific data model for the database system or machine is chosen. Second, a

corresponding model-based data language is then specified. Finally, a system or machine which

specifically supports the model and language is designed and implemented. The result of this

traditional approach to the database-system development is a mono-lingual database system

where the user sees and uses the database system with a specific data model and its model-based

data language. The accepted practice for the database-system design and implementation

mandates that a database system must be mono-lingual, i.e.. restricted to a single data model

and a specific model-based data language. Why should a database system be restricted to a

single data model and a specific model-based data language? In other words, why shouldn't a

database system be multi-lingual? Let us review the evolution of operating systems before

answering this question.

1.2. Operating Systems versus Database Systems — An Analogy

The early operating systems, like the present database systems, have individually supported

a specific set of data structures and a single programming language which defines and

manipulates the structured data. For example, the Fortran Monitor System of the fifties has

supported an operating-system environment for a single programming language (i.e., Fortran)

and its corresponding data structures (e.g., Fortran arrays and variables). As operating system

evolved through the sixties and seventies and into the eighties, the same operating environment

supported a variety of data structures and their programming languages. For example, the I nix

operating system supports traditional programming languages such as C, Pascal, and Fortran,

list-processing programming languages such as Lisp, and logic programming languages such as



Prolog. Each of these programming languages has its own set of data structures. All programs

written in the aforementioned languages and data structures can be run in the same operating

system which is also responsible for managing all of the physical resources shared by the running

programs and their data structures.

Given this characterization of the operating-systems evolution, we can draw an interesting

analogy between operating systems and database systems. The concepts of the modern operating

systems, programming languages, data structures, and shared resources are analogous to the

concepts of modern database systems, data languages, data models and shared databases. Since

a modern operating system executes and supports the user's programs in different programming

languages and data structures, a modern database system should also execute and support the

user's transactions in different data languages and data models. Since a modern operating system

provides access to and management of a common set of resources for the running programs, a

modern database system should also provide access to and management of a large collection of

shared databases for the running transactions. Finally, since a modern operating system provides

man) modes of access such as interactive programming and batch processing, a modern database

system should also provide many modes of access such as ad-hoc queries and transaction

processing. With this analogy, we respond to the question in the previous section that a modern

database system should be able to support multiple data models and their different data

languages and provide various modes of access to the databases. Such a modern database system

is termed the multi- lingual database system (MLDS).

1.3. A New and Unconventional Approach to Database Management

The multi-lingual database system (MLDS), is a single database system that can execute

many transactions written respectively in different data languages and support many databases

structured correspondingly in various data models. For example, the multi-lingual database

system can run I)L 1 transactions on IMS databases. CODASYL-DML transactions on network

databases. SQL transactions on relational databases and Daplex transactions on entity-

relationship databases, where the system appears to the user like a heterogeneous collection of

database systems. Thus, the multi-lingual database system allows the old transactions and

existing databases to be migrated to the new environment, the experienced user to continue to

utilize certain favorite features of existing data languages and data models, the new user to

explore the strong features of the various data languages and data models, the hardware upgrade

to be focused on a single system instead of a heterogeneous collection of database systems, and

the database application to cover wider types of transactions and different modes of interactions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the multi-

lingual database system, focusing on its practical merits, new functionalities, theoretical issues,

and basic structure. We also examine other approaches to supporting multiple data models and

languages, as well as the implementation details of MLDS. In Section 3, we examine the

mapping techniques, in particular, mapping relational and hierarchical data to the data of

MLDS. as well as mapping SQL and DL I operations to the operations of MLDS. In Section A.

we present a formal method for specifying the data-language mapping operations. Finally, in
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Section 5 we conclude this paper, indicate our other related work, and speculate on our future

work in MLDS.

2. THE MULTI-LINGUAL DATABASE SYSTEM (MLDS)

2.1. Issues and Merits of MLDS

The issues and merits of the multi-lingual database system fall into three categories. First,

by studying the practical merits of MLDS, we are able to demonstrate the concrete and useful

features of such a system. Second, by identifying the new functionalities inherent in MLDS, we

are able to provide the incentives for the user to move from a conventional database system to

MLDS. Third, by verifying the theoretical issues required to support multiple data models and

data languages in MLDS. we may gain a better understanding into the structures of and

relationships among different data models and data languages.

2.1.1. Practical Merits

One practical advantage of the multi-lingual database system involves the reusability of

database transactions developed on existing database systems. Since MLDS provides an

environment for running database transactions written in different data languages, the

transactions written in a specific data language on another database system can also be executed

in MLDS. There is no need to translate a transaction written in one data language to another

data language in order to run the transaction in the other database system, even if the database

has been converted from the original form to the present one. For example, had we wanted to run

a transaction (written in DL/I and run on IMS) in SQL/DS, we would have to translate the

DL'I transaction to the equivalent SQL transaction, since SQL/DS is a relational system and

does not run DL I transactions. However, in a multi-lingual database system, both SQL and

DL I are supported, so there is no need of any translation from DL'I to SQL. Nor is there a

need of translation from SQL to DL/I. MLDS can execute transactions written in either DL/1 or

SQL. Thus. MLDS provides an environment in which "old" transactions never die and "new"

transactions can continue to be written in the same (old) data languages.

The second practical advantage of a multi-lingual database system lies in the economy and

effectiveness of hardware upgrade. As for any database system there comes a time when a

hardware upgrade is required due to technology advancement or system demand. The upgrade of

MLDS will benefit all of the user transactions whether the transactions are written, for instance.

in SQL, DL/I, CODASYL-DML, or Daplex. In the conventional environment where there are

separate database systems for separate data languages, all of the database systems would need to

be upgraded. For our example, the conventional upgrade involves the hardware of SQL/DS, of

IMS. of DMS-1100 and of Daplex system, resulting in greater expense and more effort.

2.1.2. New Functionalities

One new functionality of a multi-lingual database system is to allow the new users to

explore the strong points of different data models and to utilize desirable features of different data

languages for their applications. This is because MLDS can be used to support databases
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structured in any of the well-known data models such as relational, hierarchical, network, or

entity-relationship and to execute transactions written in any of the well-known data languages

such as SQL, DL/1, CODASYL-DML, or Daplex.

The other new functionality of MLDS is the availability of its native data model and data

language. The native data model of MLDS is called the kernel data model (KDM), and the

native data language the kernel data language (KDL). The term "kernel" is meant to be

"central" or "core" or "essential". The difference between a conventional data model and the

kernel data model is that all of the databases structured in a conventional data model can be

transformed into equivalent databases structured in the kernel model. Further, all of the

conventional data languages can be translated into the kernel data language. It is important to

note that KDM (KDL) as a data model (language) is at a high level like other data models

(languages) such as the relational data model (SQL data language), the hierarchical data model

(DL/I data language), the network data model (CODASYL-DML data language) and the entity-

relationship data model (Daplex data language). Thus, there is no reason why the users should

not also explore the strong points of KDM and the desirable features of KDL for their

applications.

2.1.3. Theoretical Issues

In searching for a kernel data model and kernel data language with a high-level structure,

which will support different data models and data languages, we are examining the

transformations of various data models into the kernel data model and the translations of various

data languages to the kernel data language. The mapping process from a given data model to

KDM is called data-model transformation. The mapping process from a given data language to

KDL is called data-language translation. To design a multi-lingual database system, the data-

model transformations and data-language translations must be specified. By specifying the

various data-model transformations, e. g.. from the relational model to the KDM. from the

hierarchical model to KDM. from the network model to the KDM, and from the entity-

relationship model to the KDM, we may also examine the transformation process to determine

the commonalities and differences of the different transformations. Similarly, by providing

various data-language translations, e. g., from SQL to KDL, from DL/I to KDL, from

CODASYL-DML to KDL and from Daplex to KDL, we may also study the translation process to

identify the common and different translation techniques. Finally, once all of the data-model

transformations and data-language translations have been specified, we can examine the

complexity of the transformation and translation processes.

2.2. The Organization of MLDS

The system structure of a multi-lingual database system is shown in Figure 1. Users issue

transactions through the language interface layer (LIL) using a user-chosen data model (UDM)

and written in a corresponding model-based data language (UDL). LIL then routes the user

transactions to the kernel mapping system (KMS). KMS has two tasks. First, if the user

specifies that a new database is to be created, KMS transforms the L DM-database definition to

an equivalent kernel-data-model-(KDM)-database definition. The KDM-database definition is
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then sent to the kernel controller (KC). KC sends the KDM-database definition to the kernel

database system (KDS). Upon completion, KDS notifies KC, which in turn, notifies the user that

the database definition has been processed and that the loading of the database may commence.

The second task of KMS is to handle UDL transactions. In this situation, KMS translates

the UDL transaction to an equivalent kernel-data-language (KDL) transaction. KMS then sends

the KDL transaction to KC, which in turn, sends the KDL transaction to KDS for execution.

Upon completion, KDS sends the results in KDM form back to KC. KC forwards these results to

the kernel formatting system (KFS) for transforming them from the KDM form to the UDM
form. After the data is transformed, KFS returns the results, i.e., the response set, to the user

via LIL.

There is one final note of importance on the general system structure. Four of the five

components of the multi-lingual database system, namely, LIL, KMS, KC. and KFS, are referred

to as a language interface. A new language interface is required for each chosen data language.

For example, there is a set of LIL. KMS. KC. and KFS for the relational/SQL language

interface, a separate set of these four components for the hierarchical DL 1 language interface, a

third set of components for the network CODASYL-DML language interface and a fourth set for

the entity-relationship, Daplex language interface. KDS. on the other hand, is a single and major

component that is accessed and shared by all of the various language interfaces as depicted in

Figure 2.

UDM
UDL
LIL

KMS
KC
KFS
KDM
KDL
KDS

V*?t Data Model

User Daia Language

Language Interface Layer

Kernel Mapping System

Kernel Controller

Kernel Formatting System

Kernel Data Model

Kernel Data Language

Kernel Database System

r^\ Data Model

f( jj Data Language

System Module

** Information Flow

figure 1. The Multi-Lingual Database System (MLDS)
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Figure 2. Multiple Language Interfaces for the Same Kernel Database System.

2.3. Other Approaches to MLDS

In the areas of data-model transformation and data-language translation, there are other

efforts. In one effort, the goal is to examine the capability of an existing database system in

supporting another data model and language on the existing system. The work of Katz 16

supports the network data model and CODASYL-DML data language on a relational system.

Furthermore, the support of the relational data model and data language on a network system

and the support of the network data model and data language on a relational database system

have been examined by Larson. 21 Each of these examinations is essentially restricted to the

mapping from one data model and data language to another data model and data language. We

refer to their approaches as the one-to-one mapping approach.

The other effort in data-model transformation and data-language translation focuses on

communicating with a heterogeneous collection of separate database systems via a local-area

network. In this effort, a global data model and global data language is defined. By using a

global data model and global data language, the user is able to obtain uniform access to a

number of database systems based on different data models and data languages. 12 The CCA
Multibase System, 26 UCLA DBMS. 8 SDC Mermaid 29 and NBS XDMS 18 are examples of database

systems each of which maps a single(global) data model and single(global) data language to a

collection of data models and data languages, e.g.. the one-to-many mapping approach.

It is interesting to note that MLDS described herein maps respectively many different data

models and data languages to a single(kernel) data model and a single(kernel) data language
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which is the many-to-one mapping approach. The one-to-many mapping approach is the reverse

of the many-to-one mapping approach and the one-to-one mapping approach is a special case of

the more general case of the many-to-one mapping approach.

2.4. The Implementation of MLDS

The four language interfaces of MLDS (i.e., the SQL, DL/I, CODASYL-DML and Daplex

language interfaces) are implemented on a VAX-1 1/780 running the 4.2 B.S.D Unix operating

system. All of the modules of each language interface have been coded using the C programming

language. 17 The size of each language interface ranges from 3,000 to 4,000 lines of code. Initially,

the interaction between the language interface and the kernel database system (KDS) is

simulated. After each language interface is thoroughly debugged and tested, it is then integrated

with KDS. The integrated version of three language interfaces is currently operational at the

Laboratory for Database Systems Research. The Daplex language interface has not been

completed as of this writing and therefore is not being integrated at this time. We expect to

complete it within six months.

In the remainder of this section, we begin by presenting the criteria involved in choosing a

kernel data model and kernel data language. We then present a brief description of our choices

for KDM and KDL, the attribute-based data model and the attribute-based data language

(ABDL). respectively. The second part of this section examines the major component of a

language interface, the kernel mapping system, focusing on the design structure of KMS.

2.4.1. Choosing a Kernel Data Model and Kernel Data Language

As a prerequisite for examining our experience with MLDS, we first explore the two goals of

the mapping process, i.e., data-model transformation and data-language translation. In data-

model transformation, we must be sure that the data semantics are preserved. When converting

a database (modeled in. for example, one of the four aforementioned models) to a kernel

database, we must insure that an equivalent and complete database can be created. In other

words, the source(user) database and the transformed target(kernel) database have the same

semantics. In data-language translation, we must be sure that the translated transaction

operations are equivalent. Thus, when translating a source(user) transaction (written in, for

example, one of the four aforementioned data languages) to a target(kernel) transaction written

in the kernel data language, we must insure that the access of the stored database by the target

transaction results in the correct action on the database as required by the source transaction.

Consequently, semantic preservation of the database and operational equivalence of the

transactions are respectively the goals of the data-model transformation and the data-language

translation.

To us. the key decision in the development of a multi-lingual database system is therefore

the choice of a kernel data model and kernel-model-based data language, so that semantic

preservation and operational equivalence can be facilitated with ease. In our effort, we

experiment with the attribute-based data model proposed b\ Hsiao 14
, extended b\ Wong12

, and

studied by Rothnie 27 as the kernel data model. The attribute-based data language (ABDL)



defined in Banerjee2 and extended by Tungso
is therefore chosen as the kernel data language. The

main question is whether or not the attribute-based data model and data language are capable of

supporting the required data-model transformations and data-language translations. Is it easy to

transform a relational, hierarchical, network or entity-relationship database to an attribute-based

database with the data semantics intact? Can SQL, DL/I, CODASYL-DML and Daplex

operations be translated easily to ABDL operations with the transaction operations being

equivalent?

The series of papers84 '5 have shown how the relational, hierarchical, and network data can

be transformed to attribute-based data and also presented some preliminary work on the

corresponding data-language translations. More recently, the complete sets of algorithms for the

data-language translation from SQL to ABDL 28 ", from DL/I to ABDL,81 from CODASYL-DML
to ABDL, 88 and from Daplex to ABDL, 18 have been specified. Software development efforts for

the language interfaces, (i.e., one set of LIL, KMS, KFS, and KC for the relational interface6
,

another set for the hierarchical interface 19 and a third set for the network interface") have been

completed. The fourth set for the entity-relationship language interface has not been completed

and should be completed in six months. The initial implementation effort is. nevertheless,

documented. 1

Another, equally important reason, for choosing the attribute-based data model as the

kernel data model and ABDL as the kernel data language lies in the availability of a research

database system in the Laboratory for Database Systems Research. This database system, the

multi-backend database system (MBDS). uses respectively the attribute-based data model and

ABDL as the native data model and data language of the system. Thus, MBDS can serve as an

ideal test bed for KDS. The interested reader may refer to Demurjian and Hsiao910 for an

overview of the structure and operation of MBDS.

2.4.1.1. The Attribute-Based Data Model

In the attribute-based data model, data is considered in the following constructs: database,

file, record, attribute-value pair, keyword, attribute-value range, directory keyword, non-directory

keyword, directory, record body, keyword predicate, and query. Informally, a database consists of

a collection of files. Each file contains a group of records which are characterized by a unique set

of keywords. A record is composed of two parts. The first part is a collection of attribute-value

pairs or keywords. An attribute-value pair is a member of the ("artesian product of the attribute

name and the value domain of the attribute. As an example. • I'OPl LATIO.N, 25000:- is an

attribute-value pair having 25000 as the value for the population attribute. A record contains at

most one attribute-value pair for each attribute defined in the database. Certain attribute-value

pairs of a record (or a file) are called the directory keywords of the record (file), because either the

attribute-value pairs or their attribute-value ranges are kept in a directory for identifying the

records (files). Those attribute-value pairs which are not kept in the directory are called non-

directory keywords. The rest of the record is textual information, which is referred to as the

record body. An example of a record is shown below.

9-



( <FILE, USCensus>, <CITY, Monterey>, POPULATION, 25000>,

{ Temperate climate } )

The angle brackets, <,>, enclose an attribute-value pair, i.e., keyword. The curly brackets, {,},

include the record body. The first attribute-value pair of all records of a file, by convention, is

the same. In particular, the attribute is FILE and the value is the file name. A record is

enclosed in the parenthesis. For example, the above sample record is from the USCensus file.

The records of the database may be identified by keyword predicates. A keyword predicate

is a 3-tuple consisting of a directory attribute, a relational operator (=, ! = , >, <, ^, $), and an

attribute value, e.g., POPULATION :> 20000 is a keyword predicate. More specifically, it is a

greater-than-or-equal-to predicate. Combining keyword predicates in disjunctive normal form

characterizes a query of the database. The query

( FILE - USCensus and CITY = Monterey ) or

( FILE = USCensus and CITY - San Jose
)

will be satisfied by all records of the I SCensus file with the CITY of either Monterey or San Jose.

For clarity, we also employ parentheses for bracketing conjunctions in a query.

2.4.1.2. The Attribute-Based Data Language (ABDL)

The attribute-based data language supports the five primary database operations, INSERT,

DELETE. UPDATE. RETRIEVE, and RETRIEVE-COMMON. A request in the ABDL is a

primary operation with a qualification. A qualification is used to specify the part of the database

that is to be operated on. Two or more requests may be grouped together to form a transaction.

Now. let us illustrate the five types of requests and forgo their formal specifications.

The INSERT request is used to insert a new record into the database. The qualification of

an INSERT request is a list of keywords with or without a record body being inserted. In the

following example, an INSERT request that

INSERT U FILE. USCensus>, <CITV. Cumberland. POPULATION. 40000>)

will insert a record without a record body into the USCensus file for the city Cumberland with a

population of 40,000.

A DELETE request is used to remove one or more records from the database. The

qualification of a DELETE request is a query. The following example is a request that

DELETE ((FILE = USCensus) and (POPULATION > 1000UO))

will delete all records whose population is greater than 100.000 in the USCensus file.

An UPDATE request is used to modify records of the database. The qualification of an

UPDATE request consists of two parts, the query and the modifier. The query specifies which

records of the database are to be modified. The modifier specifies how the records being modified

are to be updated. The following example is an UPDATE request that

UPDATE (FILE USCensus) (POPULATION POPULATION - 5000)

will modify all records of the USCensus file by increasing all populations by 5,000. In this

- 10-



example, (FILE = USCensus) is the query and (POPULATION = POPULATION + 5000) is the

modifier.

The RETRIEVE request is used to retrieve records of the database. The qualification of a

retrieve request consists of a query, a target-list, and a by-clause. The query specifies which

records are to be retrieved. The target-list consists of a list of output attributes. It may also

consist of an aggregate operation, i. e., AVG, COUNT, SUM, MIN, MAX, on one or more output

attribute values. The optional by-clause may be used to group records when an aggregate

operation is specified. The RETRIEVE request in the following example will retrieve

RETRIEVE ((FILE = USCensus) and (POPULATION £ 50000)) (CITY, POPULATION)

the city names and populations of all records in the USCensus file whose populations are greater

than or equal to 50,000. ((FILE = USCensus) and (POPULATION £ 50,000)) is the query and

(POPULATION, CITY) is the target-list. There is no use of the by-clause or aggregation in this

example.

Lastly, the RETRIEVE-COMMON request is used to merge two files by common

attribute-values. Logically, the RETRIEVE-COMMON request can be considered as a

transaction of two retrieve requests that are processed serially in the following general form.

RETRIEVE (query- 1) (target-list- 1)

COMMON (attribute- 1, attribute-2)

RETRIEVE (query-2) (target-list-2)

The common attributes are attribute-1 (associated with the first retrieve request) and attribute-2

(associated with the second retrieve request). In the following example, the RETRIEVE-

COMMON request

RETRIEVE ((FILE - CanadaCensus) and (POPULATION >. 100000)) (CITY)

COMMON (POPULATION. POPULATION)
RETRIEVE ((FILE USCensus) and (POPULATION , 100000)) (CITY)

will find all records in the CanadaCensus file with population greater than 100,000, find all

records in the USCensus file with population greater than 100,000, identify records of respective

files whose population figures are common, and return the two city names whose cities have the

same population figures. ABDL provides five seemingly simple database operations, which are

nevertheless capable of supporting complex and comprehensive transactions.

2.4.2. Implementing the Kernel Mapping System

The heart of the kernel mapping system (KMS) is a parser-translator. When a transaction

in UDL is received from LIL. KMS is used to parse the transaction, in order to determine if the

syntax of the transaction given in UDL is correct. During this process, KMS transforms data-

definition language operations of UDL to equivalent operations in KDL or translates data-

manipulation language operations of UDL to equivalent operations in KDL, i.e., data-model

transformation for the newly created database and data-language translation for the transaction

to be executed against the existing database.
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As mentioned earlier, our development environment is the Unix operating system. To

program the KMS parser-translator we utilized two compiler-generation tools provided by Unix,

namely, Lex 22 and YACC. 15 Lex, short for lexical analyzer generator, is a program generator

designed for lexical processing of input character streams. Given a regular-expression description

of the input strings, LEX generates a program that partitions the input stream into tokens and

provides these tokens on demand to the parser. Yacc, short for yet-another-compiler compiler, is

a program generator designed for the syntactic processing of a tokenized input stream. In our

case, the input strings to Lex are transactions written in UDL, i. e., transactions written in SQL,

DL/1, CODASYL-DML, or Daplex. The tokenized version of these transactions is passed to Yacc.

Yacc takes the tokenized transaction and verifies it against a set of grammar rules which describe

the UDL grammar, i. e., a Backus-Naur form (BNF) representation of SQL, DL/I, CODASYL-

DML. or Daplex. As Yacc parses the tokenized transaction, the mapping of the UDL transactions

to KDL transactions occurs, i.e., the mapping of SQL to ABDL, DL/I to ABDL, CODASYL-

DML to ABDL, or Daplex to ABDL. At the completion of this phase, Yacc generates a list of one

or more KDL transactions that are equivalent to the input UDL transaction. This list of KDL
transactions is then passed to the kernel controller (KC) for execution. One final note, the size of

the KMS module of each language interface consists of approximately 1,500 to 2,000 lines of C

and Yacc code, thereby comprising about half of the total software size of a language interface.

3. DATA-MODEL TRANSFORMATIONS AND DATA-LANGUAGE
TRANSLATIONS

As previously mentioned, the specification of the data-model transformation process must

capture and preserve the data semantics of the user data model (UDM) in the kernel data model

(KDM). In MLDS. this involves preserving the data semantics of the relational model within the

attribute-based model, the hierarchical model within the attribute-based model, the network

model within the attribute-based model and the entity-relationship model within the attribute-

based model. Therefore, an important aspect of MLDS is the ability of MLDS to enforce and

maintain the data semantics of UDM within KDM during the processing and execution of UDL

transactions. This task falls upon the kernel controller (KC) module of MLDS.

Another, equally important aspect of MLDS involves the specification of the data-language

translation process. In this specification, we must be certain that after the translation, the

operations of the user-data-language (UDL) transactions are equivalent to the kernel-data-

language (KDL) transactions. In MLDS. this correlates to guaranteeing the operational

equivalence of SQL in ABDL, DL/1 in ABDL. CODASYL-DML in ABDL, and Daplex in ABDL.

To achieve operational equivalence, we again turn to KC module of MLDS. By arbitrating and

overseeing the execution process of a list of KDL transactions translated from UDL transactions,

KC is able to mimic the UDM-UDL execution environment. For example, in MLDS, KC for the

hierarchical-DL I language interface simulates the traversal of the database hierarchy. The effect

of this is to have KC maintain the currency of each user's interactive session. Maintaining

currency is a prime activity of the hierarchical-DL I execution environment, namely, a prime

activity of IMS.
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In this section we provide formal algorithms for two particular data-model transformations,

i.e., from relational to attribute-based and from hierarchical to attribute-based. In this

presentation, we stress how we obtain the semantic preservation of UDM in KDM. This section

also provides an overview of the two corresponding data-language translations, i.e., from SQL to

ABDL and from DL/I to ABDL. In this presentation, we provide some insight into how KC
insures the semantic preservation of UDM in KDM, achieves operational equivalence of UDL in

KDL, and mimics the UDM-UDL execution environment. Due to obvious space limitations, we

do not include herein our other work on data-model transformations (i.e., from network to

attribute-based and from entity-relationship to attribute-based). Nor do we include herein our

other work on data-language translation (i.e., from CODASYL-DML to ABDL and from Daplex

to ABDL). Even on the data-language translations of the relational to attribute-based and

hierarchical to attribute-based, we resort to a partial presentation to conserve space.

3.1. The Data-Model Transformations

3.1.1. Transforming Relational Data to Attribute-Based Data

Relational data is organized into tuples of relations. A database is a collection of relations.

The attributes of a relation are distinct. The tuples of a relation have the property that no two

tuples are identical. A definition of the Course-Prereq-Offering relational database which we use

in subsequent examples is given in Figure 3.

Course(Course#, Title, Descrip)

Prereq(Course#, Pcourse#)

Offering(Date, Location, Format)

Schedule(Course#, Date)

Figure 3. A Relational Version of the Course-Prereq-Offering Database

Briefly, let us describe the data relationships of this database. First, each course is uniquely

identified by a course number, and has a title and a description, i. e., the Course relation. A

particular course may have one or more prerequisite courses, i. e., the Prereq relation. An

offering describes the where (date), when (location) and how (format) of courses offered in the

database, i.e.. the Offering relation. A particular course may have one or more offerings, uniquely

identified by the date of the offering, i.e., the Schedule relation.

The mapping of the relational data to the attribute-based data is straightforward. The

concepts of a database, a relation, and a tuple in the relational data correspond to a database, a

file, and a record in the attribute- based data. So, the relational database shown in Figure 3 can

be mapped to the attribute-based database given in Figure 4.

( < File, Course>, <Course#. value>, <Title, value>, <Descrip, value>)

( < File. Prereq>. <Course#. value>, <Pcourse#, value>)

( File. Offering >. • Date, value .
• Location, value •. Format ,value>)

( File. Schedule .
• Course^, value .

- Date. value •)

Figure 4 An Attribute-Based Representation of the Relational Course-Prereq-Offering Database
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In Figure 4, each relational attribute has been transformed into an attribute-based keyword.

Unlike the relational specification in Figure 3, where the values of the tuples need not appear, the

attribute-based specification in Figure 4 requires a place holder in each keyword for the attribute

value. This place holder is denoted with the word "value." Additionally, a keyword which

identifies the relation has been added, i.e., the one with the attribute File. The general algorithm

for transforming a relational schema to an attribute-based schema is given in Figure 5.

Assertions:

1. Relational database D, has relations {/?i, /? 2 * ••••> ^n }-

2. Each relation R
t

, i = l,...,n, has the relation name /?,-name.

3. Each relation /?,, t = l....,n, has A R attributes.

4. Each attribute Ar j = l,...,A R , has the attribute name j4
;
-name.

5. Each attribute Ay j = l,...,A R ,
has the attribute value i4

;
-value.

for each relation R,. i = 1 n in the database D do

{

Build a new attribute-based record as follows
*

Create a new attribute-based record having ^File, ^,-name> as the first keyword.

* Add keywords for each attribute in the relation. */

for each attribute A , j \,...,A R in the relation R, do

{

Append a keyword of the form <>4^-name, ,4
;
-value> to the attribute-based record.

Figure 5. The Relational-to- At tribute- Based Data-Model Transformation Algorithm.

3.1.2. Transforming Hierarchical Data to Attribute-Based Data

Hierarchical data is organized into occurrences of segments. A database is a collection of

segments, structured in a hierarchical or tree-like fashion. The occurrences in a given segment

have the property that no two occurrences are identical. The fields of an occurrence are distinct.

Additionally, an occurrence in one segment may correspond to one or more occurrences of

another segment. Such a correspondence is often characterized as a parent-child relationship

between the two segment types, i.e.. a parent has one or more children. A definition of the

C'ourse-l'rercq-Offering hierarchical database, equivalent to the relational database of Figure 3, is

given in Figure 6.
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Prereq

Pcourse^ *
[ Title

Course

Course#* Title Descrip

Offering

Date' Location Format

* Denotes the Sequence Field of the Segment

Figure 6. A Hierarchical Version of the Course- Prereq-Offering Database

In the hierarchical version of the database, courses are uniquely identified by course

numbers and have titles and descriptions, i.e.. the Course(root) segment occurrences. Each course

has one or more prerequisite courses (i.e., a one-to-many relationship), as indicated by the arrow

between the Course and Prereq segments in Figure 6. Similarly, each course has one or more

dates on which the course is offered (i.e., also a one-to-inany relationship), as indicated by the

arrow from the Course segment to the Offering Segment. A hierarchy has levels. The (root) level

of the root segment is defined to be level 0. The children of the root are at level 1. The

grandchildren of the root are at level 2, and so on.

The mapping of the hierarchical data to the attribute-based data is also straightforward.

The concepts of a database, a segment, and an occurrence in the hierarchical data correspond to a

database, a file, and a record in the attribute-based data. The major emphasis when mapping

hierarchical data to attribute-based data is to somehow encode the one-to-many relationships

represented in the hierarchy. This of course must be done in order to insure that the data

semantics of the hierarchical data are preserved in the attribute-based data. To capture the

hierarchical relationship of any segment in the hierarchy, we include in the at tribute- based record

the sequence fields along the hierarchical path from the root segment to a particular segment. In

this way. the hierarchical database shown in Figure 6 can be mapped to the attribute-based

database given in Figure 7. Again, we use "value" as the place holder for a particular attribute

value.

( < File. Course>. <Course#. value>, < Title. value>, <Descrip, value>)

(File. Prereq ». <Course£. value>, <Pcourse#, value>, <Title, value>)

(• File. Offering .=•. < Course^ , value >. < Date, value.', ^Location, value , Format, value>)

Figure 7. An Attribute-Based Representation of the Hierarchical Course-Prereq-OfTering Database

In Figure 7. we see that each field of a segment occurrence has been transformed into a keyword

of a record. In order to differentiate between segments, the segment name has been included as

an attribute value in the File keyword. This of course corresponds to the method used to encode

the relation name in Figure 5. Finally, we see that the sequence field for the Course segment has

been cascaded into the attribute-based record types for Prereq and Offering. This is used to

capture the one-to-many relationship between the Course segment and the Prereq segment, and

between the Course segment and the Offering segment. The method in which the kernel
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controller utilizes and maintains the one-to-many relationships of a hierarchical database within

the attribute-based equivalent is discussed in Section 3.2.2. The general algorithm for

transforming a hierarchical schema to an attribute-based schema is given in Figure 8.

3.2. The Data-Language Translations

3.2.1. Translating SQL Queries to ABDL Requests

In this section, we present an informal overview of the translation of SQL SELECTS and

SQL nested-SELECTS, to ABDL RETRIEVE requests. We also explore the execution sequence

that the kernel controller (KC) oversees to insure the operational preservation of the SQL queries

as their translated ABDL requests are being sent to KDS (i.e., MBDS) for execution. For

Assertions:

1. Hierarchical database D, has segments {S
x ,

5 2 , ..., Sn }.

2. Each segment S,. » = 1 n, has the segment name 5,-name.

i Kach segment 5,, i 1 u . has /
y fields

4. Each segment S,, t = l,....n, has the first field as the sequence field.

5. Each field F
} , j = 1,. ..,/$. has the field name /4

;
-name.

6. Each field F,, j = 1 ,...,Fc , has the field value F.-value.

7. Each segment, S,, t = l,...,n, is uniquely identified by a list of the sequence fields along

the hierarchical path from the root segment of the database D up to but not including

the segment 5,. This list is denoted by the set {Fs , Fs , ..., F v }. where m represents the

number of levels in the hierarchy from the root segment to the parent segment of 5,.

for each segment 5,, j = 1 n in the database D do

{

!
* Build a new attribute-based record as follows */

Create a new attribute-based record having 'File. 5,-name ' as the first keyword

* Add keywords that correspond to the cascade of the sequence fields */

/* along the hierarchical path from the root segment to the segment S, */

for each sequence field Fs , k = l,....m in the sequence field list for segment 5, do

{

Append a keyword of the form < Fs -name, Fs -value> to the attribute-based record.

}

' Add keywords for each field in the segment. *

for each field F., j = \,...,FR in the segment 5, do

{

Append a keyword of the form <F
;
-name, /

;
-value> to the attribute-based record.

}

}

Figure 8. Tin* Hierarchical to Attribute-Based Data Model Transformation Algorithm.
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detailed techniques for translating this and the remaining SQL query types, the reader is to refer

to the work of Macy. 2S Rollins, 25 and Kloepping and Mack. 19

Consider the general form of an SQL SELECT query as shown in Figure 9. In our notation,

square brackets ([,]) denote an optional portion of a language statement. The select-list is a list of

one or more attribute names, with aggregate operators optionally applied. The from-list is a list

of one or more table names. The boolean-expr has two possibilities. First, it is a regular boolean

expression involving attribute names, relational operators, attribute values and boolean

operators. Second, a boolean-expr may refer back to a SELECT query. In the second case, we

have a nested-SELECT query. The GROUP BY and ORDER BY are optional operations that

are used for sorting the result data.

SELECT select-list

FROM from-list

|WHERE boolean-expr]

CROUP BY attribute-name 1

ORDER BY attribute-name

Figure 9. The General Form of an SQL SELECT.

Let us now consider two different data-language translation examples against the relational

database given in Figure 3. Our first example, shown in Figure 10, is a simple SQL SELECT

query to find and then sort the prerequisite courses for the CS4322 course.

SELECT Course#.Pcourse#

FROM Prereq

WHERE Course# = CS4322

ORDER BY Pcourse#

Figure 10. A Straightforward SQL SELECT.

We recall that the general form for an ABDL RETRIEVE request is

RETRIEVE query target-list jBY attribute-name].

The query of the ABDL request must be specified in disjunctive normal form. The target-list

consists of the attributes to be retrieved from the database with optional aggregate operators

applied. The optional BY clause is used to sort the data.

To translate the SQL SELECT in Figure 10, we first generate the query of the ABDL

RETRIEVE. The query consists of the combination of the boolean expression in the WHERE
clause (i.e.. Coursei = CS4322) with a predicate to identify the attribute-based file being

referenced (i.e., File - Prereq). These two keywords can be easily combined into a disjunctive

normal form to yield the query ((File = Prereq) and (Course# = CS4322)). The next component

of the ABDL RETRIEVE is the target-list, which simply consists of the attributes in the select-

list of the SQL SELECT, namely. (Course?. Pcoursc*). The final component of the ABDL

RETRIEVE is the BY clause, and is a direct translation from the SQL ORDER BY clause,
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yielding, BY Pcourse#. By concatenating these three components together, the SQL SELECT in

Figure 10 is translated into the ABDL RETRIEVE in Figure 11. For submission to the KDS

(i.e., MBDS), the request is enclosed in curly braces.

{RETRIEVE ((File = Prereq) and (Course# = CS4322)) (Course#, Pcourse#) BY Pcourse#}

Figure 11. The Translated SQL SELECT Expressed in ABDL Form.

After the translation is complete, the ABDL request is passed to KC. KC controls the

execution process of the request in order to insure operational equivalence. For the

straightforward translation just described. KC submits the ABDL request of Figure 11 to KDS.

When the results are returned from KDS, they are routed to KFS for subsequent display. In this

case, KFS displays the results in tabular form.

Our second example, shown in Figure 12, is a SQL nested-SELECT query. This nested-

SELECT finds the course numbers and dates of all courses offered in Monterey.

SELECT Course*. Date

FROM Schedule

WHERE Date IN

(SELECT Date

FROM Offering

WHERE Location = Monterey)

Figure 12. A SQL nested-SELECT.

The data-language translation process for a SQL nested-SELECT is accomplished in a similar

fashion to the previous example. However, in this case, a list of two ABDL RETRIEVE requests,

one for each of the SELECTS, must be generated. These two ABDL requests are shown in

Figure 13.

Rl {RETRIEVE ((File Offering) and (Location - Monterey)) (Date)}

R2 {RETRIEVE ((File - Schedule) and (Dale ******)) (Course*, Date)}

Figure 13. The Translated SQL nested-SELECT Expressed in ABDL Form.

Notice that the first request, Rl. corresponds to the inner nested-SELECT of Figure 12 (i.e., the

one involving the Offering relation). On the other hand, R2 corresponds to the outer nested-

SELECT (i.e.. the one involving the Schedule relation). In the general case, a n-level nested-

SELECT querv translates to n ABDL RETRIEVE requests. We also notice that R2 is specified

with a place holder (denoted by the asterisks). The specification of the query of R2 depends upon

the attribute values of Date. To execute R2, we must first execute Rl, to determine the Dates

involved. Unlike the first example. KC must play an important role in sequencing the execution

of Rl and R2.

The goal of KC is to insure operational equivalence. To achieve this goal. KC must execute

Rl and R'2 in a sequential, non-overlapped fashion. KC begins bv sending Rl to KDS for

processing. After the first request is executed by KDS. instead of forwarding the results to the

KFS. the results are buffered within the KC module. KC uses the buffered results to execute the
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second request. Suppose that the request Kl returns the results

Date

8601 ir»

860230

860301

Taking these results from the buffer, KC would form R2 to yield the request

{RETRIEVE (((File Schedule) and (Date - 860115)) or

((File - Schedule) and (Date - 860230)) or

((File Schedule) and (Date - 860301))) (Course^, Date)}

Note that we must take care to produce an ABDL query that is in disjunctive normal form. KC
then sends this newly formed request to KDS for execution, collects the results and forwards

them to KFS as usual. Thus, KC plays a vital role in insuring the operational equivalence of the

SQL nested-SELECT.

3.2.2. Translating DL/I Requests to ABDL Requests

We now present an overview of the data-language translation from DL/1 GU and CN
statements to ABDL RETRIEVE requests. Our major emphasis in this section is examining the

execution sequence and responsibilities of KC to insure operational equivalence. The complete

data-language translation from DL/I to ABDL is documented by Weishar." The implementation

of the DL I language interface, is reported by Benson and Wentz. 6

The general form of a DL/I Gl' or GN differs only in the operation type, and is shown in

Figure 14. The dml-operator can be either GU. G.N or any of the other DL/I operations. To

access a segment occurrence, we specify the segment in the segment-search argument (seg-sreh-

ar^,) which includes the segment name and an optional boolean expression. The segment-search-

argument list (seg-srch-arg-list ) is an optional list of one or more segment search arguments.

dml-operator seg-sreh-arg

iseg-srch-arg-list

Figure 14. The General Form of an DL/I GL or GN.

When a DL 1 CI or GN is translated, one or more ABDL RETRIEVE requests may result.

Thus, the translation of DL/1 requests is similar to the translation of SQL nested-SELECTS.

For example, consider the DL/1 GU request in Figure 15.

GU Course (Title = Advanced Database Systems)

Prereq

Figure 15. A DL I GU Request

.

This DL I GU retrieves all prerequisites for the advanced-database-systems course. It also
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retrieves the course number of the advanced-database-systems course. In translating this

statement, two ABDL RETRIEVE requests are generated. These two ABDL requests are shown

in Figure 16.

R3 {RETRIEVE ((File = Course) and (Title = Advanced Database Systems)) (Course*) BY Course*}

R4 {RETRIEVE ((File = Prereq) and (Course* = ******)) (Course*, Pcourse#, Title) By Pcourse*}

Figure 16. The Translated SQL SELECT Expressed in ABDL Form.

The sorting, via the BY clause, is used to simulate the hierarchical structure of the data in an

IMS system. This in turn helps insure the operational equivalence of the ABDL requests. In the

general case, a n-level DL/I GU or GN translates to n ABDL RETRIEVE requests.

The emphasis here is on the execution sequence of requests R3 and R4 by KC. KC begins

by executing R3. When R3 is sent to KDS for execution, a course number corresponding to the

advanced-database-systems course is returned in the result buffer. Say, the returned course

number is CS4322. KC takes this course number and reforms the request R4 by inserting CS4322

for the place holder marked by asterisks. The reformed request Rl is then sent to KDS for

processing. Suppose that the result of this request is

Course* Pcourse* Title

CS4322 CS3450 Systems Programming

CS4322 CS4300 Intro. Database Systems

In this case, KFS would forward the first result in this buffer, namely. "CS4322, CS3450, Systems

Programming", to the user (i.e., recall that a GU is logically equivalent to a get-first and is used

to establish the current position of the database). At this point, the current position of the

database has been established at the second segment occurrence in the result buffer.

.Now suppose, that the DL I statement GN Prereq appears at the LIL. This statement is

also translated into R4 by KMS. and is then sent to KC. Due to the intelligence of KC. the

request R4 is not resubmitted to KDS for processing. Instead, using the current position of the

database, the second segment occurrence of the result buffer, namely, "CS4322. CS4300, Intro.

Database Systems", is forwarded to the user. Besides operational equivalence, KC of the

hierarchical language interface is also able to provide optimizations on data access and retrieval.

3.2.3. Comments on the Data-Language Translations

There are some general comments that can be made on the above two data-language

translations. First, the data-language translation by KMS using YACC and Lex checks the

context-sensitive aspects of a KDL during the parsing process. In the relational case, this

includes checking to see if the relation names are valid for the current database in use, if the

attribute names are valid for the current relations being used, if the attribute values agree with

the data types of the attribute names for the predicates in the where clause, etc. In the

hierarchical case, this includes checking to see if the segment names are valid for the current

database in use. if the field names are valid for the current segments being used, if the field values
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agree with the data types of the field names for the predicates in the segment search arguments,

if the hierarchy of the database is being traversed in the correct fashion, etc.

Second, when processing SQL nested-SELECTS, the number of results returned at a

particular level of the processing may be quite large. What happens when the results returned are

great in number? Suppose that in our example, Rl returned 100 dates. It would probably exceed

the capabilities of KDS if we reformed R2 as a disjunction of 100 conjunctions. Instead, KC
would form, say 10 R2 ,

s. Each R2 would process 10 of the dates in the buffer. Processing in this

fashion still achieves operational equivalence.

Our third and main goal in the development of the multi-lingual database system is to

demonstrate the feasibility of supporting many languages within a single database system. To

this end, we made certain decisions concerning the implementation of the four language

interfaces. In both the relational and the hierarchical language interfaces, there are a number of

features that have been omitted to simplify the implementation effort. In the relational/SQL

interface, the facilities of views, security, updating multiple attributes in a single SQL I'DPATE

request, computing algebraic expressions in the select-list, eliminating duplicates, and retrieval

using union have all been omitted. In the hierarchical/DL/1 interface, the facilities of logical

database records, segment insertion based on current position, and supporting some of the

infrequently utilized segment-search-argument command codes have been omitted. The reader is

referred to Kloepping and Mack 19 and Benson and Wentz 6 for a more detailed account of the

omissions in the relational and hierarchical interfaces, respectively. However, we feel that these

decisions in no way compromise our goal of demonstrating multi-language support.

4. AN ATTRIBUTE-GRAMMAR SPECIFICATION OF THE DATA-
LANGUAGE TRANSLATIONS

In this section we formalize the data-language-translation techniques. The first part of this

section overviews the structure and form of attribute grammars. The second part of this section

shows a portion of the attribute grammar for the SQL-to-ABDL translation, namely, from a SQL

SELECT query to an ABDL RETRIEVE request. The third part of this section shows a portion

of the attribute grammar for the DL/I-to-ABDL translation, namely, from a DL/I GU statement

to an ABDL RETRIEVE request. Here, due once again to space limitations, we present only a

brief review of the translation. The final part of the section discusses how we can extend and

apply these techniques to learn a great deal about the structure of data models, data languages,

and data-language translations.

4.1. Techniques of the Attribute-Grammar Specification

An attribute-grammar is a language-specification technique developed by Knuth 20 to model

the context-sensitive aspects of a programming language. An attribute grammar consists of

attributes, evaluation rules and conditions. 24 The attributes of an attribute grammar simply

represent names. The key aspect of an attribute is the set of values that the attribute defines.

The values of the attributes are used to augment the syntax or parse tree of an input string of a

data language. By convention, we denote the attributes of an attribute grammar as names with
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the first letter capitalized. Evaluation rules are assigned to each grammar rule of the data

language. Using evaluation rules, the attribute grammar can specify the values to be attached at

different places in the parse tree. Conditions are used to constrain the values that are satisfied

by an attribute.

Attribute grammars have two types of attributes, synthesized and inherited. The values for

a synthesized attribute percolate up the parse tree from the leaves to the root. On the other

hand, values for an inherited attribute cascade down the parse tree from the root to the leaves.

With respect to the grammar symbols of the language, a grammar symbol may have both

synthesized and inherited attributes. With respect to the attributes of an attribute grammar, a

given attribute may be synthesized with respect to one grammar symbol of the data language and

inherited with respect to another grammar symbol of the language.

A canonical example for attribute grammars is to take the grammar for generating unsigned

integers and use the attribute grammar to limit the values of the unsigned integers to a fixed

range, say from to 32.767. There is no way that a BNF grammar can be written to check that

constraint. However, an attribute grammar can be written to verify t lie constraint. The attribute

grammar is shown in Figure 17.

<numeral> ::= < digit

>

Val(<numeral>) <-- Val(<digit>)

<numeral> <digit>

Val(<numeral>) <-- 10 * Val(<numeral> 2 ) + Val(<digit,>)

Condition: Val(< numeral >) $ 32,767

<digit> 12 3 4 5 6 7
j

8
|

9

Val(<digit>) <-- i, where i = 0,1,. ...9.

Figure 17. An Attribute-Crammar for Generating Numbers Between to 32.767.

Notationally. we refer to < numeral > :: <digit> as a primary production rule, (or simply, a

production rule) to < numeral > « digit> as an alternate production rule, (or simply, an alternate

rule) to < numeral > and - digit • as grammar symbols, and the integers. 0. 1. 2. etc.. as tokens.

The evaluation rules of the attribute grammar begin with Yal and the condition rule has the

word. Condition. Additionally, the subscripted two on the Val rule in Figure 17 refers to the

< numeral"' grammar symbol that is on the right hand side of the grammar rule. i.e.. -numeral>

of < numeral digit . In our example. Val is a synthesized attribute, since its value moves up

the parse tree from the leaves to the root. In Figure 18, we present a parse tree for the unsigned

integer 27. Each of the nodes of the parse tree has been augmented with the attribute grammar

symbols Val and Condition. These grammar symbols are inserted into the parse tree via a

leftmost derivation of the input string. The Val attribute is used to compute the value of the

input string. The condition present in the parse tree is used to check whether the current value

as represented by Val is less than or equal to 32.767. The reader is referred to Pagan 24 for a

complete and thorough presentation on attribute grammar construction techniques.
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<numeral>

Val: (10 * 2) 4 7

Cond: (10 * 2) + 7 $ 32,767

< numeral >

Val: 2

<digit>

Val: 2

Figure 18. A Parse Tree for Input 27 Augmented by the Attribute Grammar.

4.2. An Attribute-Grammar for the SQL SELECT-to-ABDL RETRIEVE
Translation

In this section we present the attribute grammar for the translation of the SQL SELECT
query to ABDL RETRIEVE request. Instead of simply modeling the context-sensitive aspects of

the SQL grammar, we use attribute grammar techniques to model the translation from SQL to

ABDL. To demonstrate our technique, we present just a portion of the SQL grammar, namely,

for a SQL SELECT query. Both the SQL grammar portion, and the evaluation rules of the

t ranslational attribute grammar, are shown in Figure 19.

The attribute grammar for the SQL SELECT query has six attributes: Translation,

Requesttype. Query, Target. Byclause and String. All of these attributes are synthesized, i.e., the

values move up the parse tree. Translation is used to construct the translated ABDL request.

Requesttype is used to store a string representation of the request type for the translated ABDL
request. Query is used to construct the query portion of an ABDL RETRIEVE request. (See

Section 3.2.1.) Target and Byclause are used to construct the target list and BY clause portion

of an ABDL RETRIEVE request, respectively. (See Section 3.2.1 again.) String corresponds to

a string representation of a grammar symbol or token.

The other symbols in the attribute grammar are concat, DNF, COMMA, LPAR, RPAR
and IDENTIFIER. The symbol concat is a low-level function that concatenates strings. The

symbol DNF is an external procedure that is not associated with the attribute grammar. DNF
takes as input the Query generated from the <from-list> and the Query generated from the

<:where-clause>. DNF generates as its output the query for the ABDL RETRIEVE request,

which is now in the disjunctive normal form. The other symbols in the language specification.

COMMA, LPAR, RPAR and IDENTIFIER are tokens. COMMA, LPAR and RPAR have the
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1. < statement >

1.1

1.2

2 <dml-statem<

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

3. < selection >

3.1

4.

4.1

4.2

4.3

5.

5.1

5.2

5.3

6.

6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4

7.

7.1

7.2

7.3

7.4

8.

8.1

6.2

8.3

84
8.5

9.

9.1

< select-list >

standard meaning, ",", "(", and ")", respectively. IDENTIFIER is defined to be the regular

expression, [A-Z][A-Z0-9]*.

Before giving an example using the attribute grammar of Figure 19, we first explain the

intent of each of the evaluation rules of the attribute grammar. Since all of the attributes of the

attribute grammar are synthesized, it is logical to do this explanation in a bottom-up fashion.

::= <dml-statement>

Translation(< statement >) <-- Translation(<dml-statement>)

<ddl-statement>

::= < selection >

Translation) <dml-statement>) <-- coneat("{", Translation) < selection >), "}")

< insertion >

< deletion >

< modification >

::= SELECT <select-list> FROM <from-list>

< where-clause> <grp-ord-clause>

Translation(<selection>) < - concat(Requesttype( ''from-list > ), "(",

DNF| Query) <from-list >),

Queryf- where-clause -> )]. ")", "(",

Targct(' select-list > ),
")"

Byclause(<grp-ord clause>))

::= <selected-component >

Target( < select-list >) <-- Target) <selected-component>)

<select-list > COMMA <selected-component>

Target( <select-list>) <-- concat(Target(<selecl-list > 2 ),
",",

Target( > selected-component> ))

::= < attribute-name>

Target( <selected-component>) <— String( <attribute-name>)

<.aggr-operator> LPAR <attribute-name> RPAR
Target ( < select ed -com ponent>) <-- concat(String( <aggr-operator>),

"(", String(<attribute-name>), ")")

::= < relation-name>

Requesttype<<from list>) <-- "RETRIEVE"
Query(<from list > )

<— concat("(F!LE ", Stringf < relation-name > ), ")");

<from-list> COMMA < relation-name>

Requesttype(<from -list>) <-- "RETRIEVE-COMMON"

:: = <empty>
Query(< where-clause >) <-- "" (Note: ""

is the empty string.)

!

WHERE <boolean-expr>

Query( < where-clause > ) <— Query(< boolean -ex pr

)

WHERE <attribute-name> <comparison-operator> LPAR <selection> RI'AR

::= <empty>
Byclause) '.grp-ord-clause> ) <— "" (Note: ""

is the empty string.
)

CROl'P BY <attribute-narn<'

Byclause( <grp-ord-clause>) <- conrat("BY", String) <attribuie-name> )

ORDER BY <attribute-name>

Byclausej <grp-ord-clause> )
<-- concat("BY", String) <. attribute-name>)

::= IDENTIFIER
String^ attribute-name>) <- IDENTIFIER

cselected-component >

<from-list>

< where-clause>

<. grp-ord-clause>

< attribute-name >

10. <relation-name> :: - IDENTIFIER
10.1 String! < relation-name> )

<-- IDENTIFIER

Figure 19. An Attribute-Grammar for the Translation of the SQL SELECT to ABDL RETRIEVE.
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Production rules 10 and 9 are used to parse the <attribute-name> or <relation-name> grammar

symbols. Evaluation rules 10.1 and 9.1 are used to simply store the IDENTIFIER token as the

String representation of either an < attribute-name > or a <relation-name>, so that the

<attribute-name> or <relation-name> can be used when constructing the Query of either the

<select-list> or <from-list>, respectively.

Production rule 8 of the SQL grammar is used to parse the GROUP BY or ORDER BY
clause of an SQL SELECT query. There are three evaluation rules for the production rule 8,

which correspond to the production rule 8 and the two alternate rules 8.2 and 8.4. If the SQL

SELECT query contains either a GROUP clause (alternate rule 8.2) or an ORDER clause

(alternate rule 8.4), then the attribute grammar evaluation rules 8.3 and 8.5 are used to generate

the Byclause for the ABDL RETRIEVE request. This is accomplished by concatenating the

string BY with the String representation of the attribute-name. If the SQL SELECT query does

not contain a GROUP or ORDER clause, then the rule 8.1 is used to assign the empty string to

the Byclause attribute.

Production rule 7 of the SQL grammar is used to parse the WHERE clause of a SQL

SELECT. Alternate rule 7.4 is used when a SQL nested-SELECT is to be processed. We omit

the attribute grammar portion for this case, since our focus is on the straightforward SQL

SELECT. Alternative production rule 7.2 is used when processing the straightforward SELECT.

The evaluation rule 7.3 generates the Query of the <where-clause>, namely, the Query obtained

from the <boolean-expr>. The <boolean-expr> is a grammar symbol corresponding to an entire

set of rules that generates valid boolean expressions involving attribute names, relational

operators, attribute values and logical operators. This portion of the grammar is also omitted for

brevity. Production rule 7 is used to assign the empty string to the Query when a < where-

clause^ is not present.

Production rule 6 is used to parse the FROM list of an SQL SELECT query. The <from-

list may consist of a single <. relation-name > (production rule 6) or a list of one or more

v relation-name >s (alternate rule 6.3). In the latter case, a relational join is implied, which maps

to a RETRIEVE-COMMON operation. We ignore this portion of the attribute grammar, since

we are only examining translating the straightforward SQL SELECT to ABDL RETRIEVE.

When a single -relation-name- is found (production rule 6), Requesttype is assigned to be the

string RETRIEVE (evaluation rule 6.1). Additionally, the Query of the <from-list> is

constructed, and consists of the concatenation of three strings: (FILE =. Sting(<relation-name>).

and ). Recall that String(- relation-name,-) is obtained from evaluation rule 10.1.

Production rules 4 and 5 are used together to generate the < select-list > portion of a SQL

SELECT. When this portion of the grammar is used, the the attribute(s) to be projected from

the relation <relation-name> are specified. From Section 3.2.1 we know that the <select-list> of

a SQL SELECT maps to the target-list of an ABDL RETRIEVE. Hence, the attribute grammar

evaluation rules for production rules 4 and 5 and alternate rules 4.2 and 5.2, are used to construct

the target list of the ABDL RETRIEVE. The information for the target list is accumulated in

the attribute Target.
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Production rule 3 specifies all of the components of a SQL SELECT query, namely, <select-

list>, <from-list>, <where-clause> and <grp-ord-clause>. When all of the information from the

attributes Requesttype, Query, Target and Byclause percolate up the parse tree, they are

combined at this point to form the translated ABDL RETRIEVE request. The translated

request is stored in the attribute Translation. DNF takes the Query of the <from-list> and the

Query of the <where-clause> and generates an ABDL query that is in disjunctive normal form.

Production rule 2 and alternate rules 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 are used to determine which <dml-

statement> type is to be processed. The Translation of <dml-statement> is obtained from its

child. In our example, this is <selection>. The Translation of < selection > returns the translated

ABDL RETRIEVE request. In evaluation rule 2.1, this Translation is juxtaposed with curly

braces to yield the Translation of the <dml-statement>. The Translation of evaluation rule 2.1

is then passed up the parse tree to production rule 1 and evaluation rule 1.1, where it is assigned

to the Translation of < statement >.

Given our description of the structure and form of the attribute grammar for the

straightforward SQL SELECT to the ABDL RETRIEVE, we now present the parse tree for the

example SELECT of Figure 10 (we have omitted the ORDER BY clause of the SELECT). The

parse tree, shown in Figure 20. has been augmented with the attribute grammar evaluation rules.

Notationally. the circled numbers represent the order in which the parse tree has been augmented

with the evaluation rules of the attribute grammar. The underlined strings (i.e., SELECT,

FROM, etc.) are the leaves of the parse tree and represent the input SQL SELECT query.

Trudilin (RETRIEVE ((E,l. = P..t,,) u>d (Coat..* * CS4S11)) |Coutt.l P<o„r..»)|

0cdml-iUltmuit)
TnlMlMian (RERETRIEVE ((F.I. » Pt...,) ud (CoUt..« - CS4JJJ)> (Count*, P<.ur..|))

tu.tUI.on RETRIEVE ((Til. Pt.t.q) titd (Cour..# - CS4J1I)) (Cit..# r<our..«)

0'„i.,u,.i, :
T«t|tl Co«.t..(. Pt.utt.1

Iron. I... •

*) R.()u.tu,p. RETRIEVE
Qu.t, |EJ. - P..t.,)

o

OCttlfCtfd tompon»nl> <rti*tiOD*MIM > (^7\
Tirfrl Pcour«t| Strinf Pr»rtq \J

Svnnf Ptour»i#

mhtrt -cUuiO
Qufry (CourM# - CS4SJ2)

•WHERE' tkool.m «ipt>

*Cout»t< - csmr

Figure 20. The Parse Tree for the Translation of the SQL SELECT to the ABDL RETRIEVE.
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In the parse tree, we clearly see how the attribute grammar is percolating the values up the

tree from the leaves to the root. We review how the process is performed with respect to our

example. First, String of <attribute-name> at node 1 moves up the tree through node 2 to

eventually be assigned to Target of <select-list> at node 3 (evaluation rules 9.1 and 5.1,

respectively). Second, String of <attribute-name> at node 4 moves to node 5 to be assigned to

Target of <selected-component> (evaluation rule 9.1). Next, Target of <select-list> at node 3

and Target of <selected-component> at node 4 are combined to be Target of <select-list> at

node 6 (evaluation rule 4.3). Fourth, String of <relation-name> (node 7) is used to construct the

Query of <from-list> (node 8) (evaluation rule 6.2). At this stage, we also determine Requesttype

of <from-list> to be "RETRIEVE" (evaluation rule 6.1). Fifth, we obtain Query of • where-

clause> (node 10) from Query of <boolean-expr> (node 9) (evaluation rule 7.4). (Note: The parse

tree for Query of <booiean-expr> has been omitted, since it contributes little to the discussion at

hand.) Sixth. Target of <select-list> (node 6), Requesttype of <from-list> (node 8), Query of

<from-list> (node 8) and Query of <where-clause> (node 10) are combined to yield Translation

of -selection at node 11 (evaluation rule 3.1). The last major step takes the Translation of

• selection (node 11) and juxtaposes curly braces to yield the Translation of • dml-statement^-

at node 12 (evaluation rule 2.1). This is then passed to node 12 (evaluation rule 1.1).

4.3. An Attribute-Grammar for the DL/I GU-to-ABDL RETRIEVE Translation

In Figure 21 we present the attribute grammar for the translation of the DL/1 GU to ABDL
RETRIEVE. This attribute grammar is quite different from the one shown in Figure 19, and is

in fact, more complex. There are five attributes in the attribute grammar: Translation,

Requesttype. Query, String and List. The general meaning of the first four attributes coincides

with their counterparts in the SQL attribute grammar. The List attribute is used to store the

list of ABDL RETRIEVE requests. (Recall that a single GU may translate to multiple ABDL
RETRIEVES.) However, while all of the attributes in the SQL attribute grammar have been

synthesized, this is not the case for the DL/I attribute grammar. Translation remains a

synthesized attribute with respect to the grammar symbols <seg-srch-arg>, <simple-dml-state>,

<dml-statement and <statement>. Requesttype is synthesized with respect to <dml-operator>

but is inherited with respect to <seg-srch-arg-list> and <seg-srch-arg>. Query is synthesized

with respect to <:boolean-expr> and <segment-name>. String is synthesized with respect to

<segment-name >. List is synthesized with respect to <seg-srch-arg-list>.

In this section, we limit our discussion to the structure and form of the DL/I attribute

grammar. Before reviewing the evaluation rules, we would like to make note of the other two

symbols in the DL/1 attribute grammar, appendlist and MAKETRANS. The appendlist is a

low-level function to create a list of attribute grammar objects. For making a transaction as an

external procedure that is not part of the attribute grammar. MAKETRANS (evaluation rule

3.2) takes as its input the type of request (Requesttype) and the list of ABDL requests that have

been generated (List), and generates as its output the complete ABDL RETRIEVE requests by

augmenting the requests in List with ABDL target lists and ABDL BV clauses. For all but the

last request in List. MAKETRANS appends a target list containing one attribute, namely, the

appropriate sequence field. For the last request in List, MAKETRANS appends a target list of
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1.

1.1

1.2

<slatement > ::= <dml-8tatement >

Translation) <8tatement>) <-- Translation) <dml-statement>)

<ddl-statement>

2. <dml-8tatement >

2.1

2.2

::= <8imp!e-dml-8tate>

Translation) <dml-8tatement>) <-- Translation) <simple-dml-8tate>)

<dml-8tatement> <simple-dml-8tate>

3. <simple-dml-state > ::= <dml-operator> <seg-srch-arg-list>

3.1 Requesttype(<seg-srch-arg-list > ) <— Reque6ttype(<dml-operator>)

3.2 Translation) <simple-dml-8tate>) <— MAKETRANS(Requesttype) <dml-operator>),

List) < seg-srch-arg-list > ))

4. <seg-srch-arg-list > ::= <seg-srch-arg>

4.1 Requesttype)<8eg-srch-arg> )
<— Requesttype(^seg-8rrh-arg-list>)

4.2 List) < seg-srch-arg-list > )
• -- appendlist(List) < seg-srrh-arglist ).

Translation) • svg-srch-arj; •))

4.3 <seg-6rch-arg-lisl > •. seg-srch-arg >

4.4 Requesttype(< seg-srch-arg-li8t> ; )
<— Requesttype( < seg-srch-arg-list >

)

4.5 List) ^8eg-srch-arg-list>) <-- appendl'i8t(List( <seg-8rch-arg-list >2),

Trans lat ion (seg-srch-arg >))

5. <seg-srch-arg • ::= <segment-name> <boolean-expr>

5.1 Translation) <seg-Brch-arg> )
<.— concat(Requesttype) < seg-srch-arg > ),

"(",

DNF|Query(<segrnent-name> ),

Query) < boolean-expr> )|, ")")

6. <dml operators ::= Gl'
i
GNP GN

|
GHN

\
GHU

I
GHNP

6.1 Requesttype(<dml operator>) < - "RETRIEVE"

6.2 ISRT

6.3 REPL

6.4 DLET

7 <8egment-name> ::- IDENTIFIER

7.1 String(^segment-name> )
<-- IDENTIFIER

7 2 Query) < segment -name> )
<-- concat("(FILE - ", String) <segment-name>), ")")

Figure 21. An Attribute-Grammar for the Translation of the DL/1 CU to ABDL RETRIEVE.

all of the fields of the specified segment. For all of the requests in List, MAKETRANS appends

an ABDL BY clause that sorts on the values in the sequence field of the segment being

referenced. The major reason that we need MAKETRANS is that all of the necessary

components for the data-language translation are not explicitly included in the input DL/I

statement. These components, namely, the sequence field of <segment-name> and the ABDL
target list to be retrieved are instead part of the hierarchical schema of the database. While we

could also model the schema as part of the attribute grammar, we. instead, choose to abstract

out the structure and use of the schema into the procedure MAKETRANS for clarity.

J
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The evaluation rules of the DL/1 attribute grammar are structured differently from their

SQL counterparts due to the presence of both inherited and synthesized attributes. Hence,

instead of analyzing each rule individually, we look at the sequence of actions taken with respect

to a given attribute in the DL/I attribute grammar. We focus on the evaluation rule 3.2, since it

is the crucial rule in the attribute grammar. To obtain the Translation of <simple-dml-

statement>, we must first obtain both the Requesttype of <dml-operator> and the List of <seg-

srch-arg-list> (which is a list of ABDL requests that is only partially formed). Requesttype of

<dml-operator> is synthesized from the <dml-operator> (production rule 6), and is subsequently

inherited by <seg-srch-arg-list>. The request type continues to be inherited (evaluation rules 4.1

and 4.4, then 5.1) until the value reaches the <seg-srch-arg>, where it is used to construct the

Translation of <seg-srch-arg>. To construct Translation of <seg-srch-arg>, the Query of the

<segment-name> is passed up the to the evaluation rule 5.1 where it is used in conjunction with

the synthesized Query of <boolean-expr> and the inherited Requesttype of <seg-srch-arg>.

Once Translation of <seg-srch-arg> has been constructed, its value is synthesized to either

the evaluation rule 1.1 or 4.2 where it is used to construct the List of « seg-srrh-arg-list . Once

the List of <seg-srch-arg-list > has been fully constructed, its value is synthesized to the

evaluation rule 3.2. where it is then used to construct the Translation of <simple-dml-

statement>. MAKETRANS is called to finish the construction and the value of the Translation

of <simple-dml-statement> is synthesized to the value of the Translation of <dml-statement>

which in turn is synthesized to the value of the Translation of <statement>.

4.4. Comparing and Analyzing the Complexity of Data-Language Translations

We have developed two different methods for analyzing and comparing the complexity of

data-language translations. The first method examines the attribute grammar of each

translation. By limiting our examination to the attribute grammar, we can evaluate exactly how

well the translation works. In effect, we are evaluating how well KMS performs the translation

process. The second method involves an execution analysis and comparison of the data-language

translation. By focusing our analysis at the execution level, we can evaluate exactly how well

each language interface executes the translated ABDL transactions with respect to the common

test bed KDS (i.e., MBDS). In the following two sections we explore each of these two methods.

4.4.1. An Attribute-Grammar-Based Comparison of Complexity

The major focus of this method examines how the attribute grammar actually accomplishes

the data-language translation. The basis of this analysis is the types of attributes in the attribute

grammar, i.e., synthesized versus inherited. It is also relevant to compare the external

procedures that are called to obtain values for the evaluation rules of the attribute grammar, i.e.,

DNF and MAKETRANS in our examples. For illustrative purposes, we can compare the two

attribute grammars presented in this section, the first for the straightforward SQL SELECT (see

Figure 19) and the second for the DL/I Gl 1

(see Figure 21). Recall that the attributes for the

SQL attribute grammar are Translation. Requesttype. Quer\ . Target. Byclause and String,

while the attributes for the DL/1 attribute grammar are Translation, Requesttype, Query, String

and List. All of the SQL attributes are synthesized, while for DL/1 Requesttype is synthesized
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with respect to some of the grammar symbols and inherited with respect to other of the grammar

symbols.

We begin our comparison by omitting the String attribute from consideration, since its

main purpose is just to return the string representation of particular grammar symbols. The first

meaningful comparison focuses on the Target and Byclause attributes of the SQL attribute

grammar. As mentioned in the previous section, these attributes do not have counterparts in the

DL/I attribute grammar, rather, the target-list portion and BY-clause portion of the ABDL
request are constructed in the MAKETRANS external procedure. The second comparison can be

made between the Query attributes. In both cases, the role of the Query attribute is the same.

One portion of the attribute grammar constructs the Query to identify the File type, while a

second portion of the attribute grammar constructs the Query of the <boolean-expr>. The third

comparison can be made between the Translation attributes. In both cases, the Translation

attribute synthesizes its value, to obtain the final ABDL RETRIEVE requests. In the DL/I case,

Translation must use an external procedure. Both the SQL and the DL/I attribute grammars

use the external procedure DNF to construct the query of the translated ABDL request in the

disjunctive normal form.

The fourth comparison focuses on the attribute List which is in the DL/1 attribute grammar

but is not in the SQL attribute grammar. However, this comparison is somewhat biased. If we

had included the SQL nested-SELECT in our attribute grammar, we would need to have a List

attribute in the SQL attribute grammar to accumulate the list of ABDL RETRIEVE requests

that are generated by a nested-SELECT. (See Section 3.2.1 again.) Our final, and most relevant

comparison, is between the Requesttype attribute of both grammars. In the SQL attribute

grammar. Requesttype is synthesized from <from-list (the production rule 6 and the evaluation

rule 6.1 or 6.3) and is then used by the evaluation rule 3.1 to construct the Translation of

^selection-, the major step in the SQL attribute grammar. In the DL/I attribute grammar,

Requesttype is synthesized from • dml-operator (the production rule 6 and the evaluation rule

6.1) up to the <simple-dml-statement > production rule. Requesttype must then be passed down

(inherited) through <seg-srch-arg-list> to <seg-srch-arg > where it can then be used to construct

the partial translation of the ABDL request. Why does this occur in DL/I? Basically, the

grammar symbol <simple-dml-statement> is overloaded in DL/I. Because the form of DL/I

statements are identical regardless of the type of operation to be performed (i.e., retrieval (Gl .

GN. etc.) vs. insertion (ISRT) vs. deletion (DLET) vs. modification (REPL)), we can structure

the DL I grammar and hence the DL I attribute grammar to be more compact. Thus, we can

share the same production rules with different types of DL/I statements. Because of this,

Requesttype must be inherited. While this tends to lead to a shorter attribute grammar

specification, the end result is a more complex attribute grammar.

Overall, we believe that the attribute grammar for DL'I is more complex than the attribute

grammar for SQL. We base our observation on the lack of inherited attributes in the SQL

attribute grammar. With only synthesized attributes, the translation process from SQL to

ABDL is a direct consequence of the parsing process. Since we do not need to carry any

extraneous information down the parse tree, we are able to parse SQL and simultaneously
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translate to ABDL. In the DL/I case, when we are parsing DL/I statements, we cannot

immediately translate these statements to DL/1. Instead, we must accumulate information and

hold off the translation to later stages in the parsing process. Hence, this translates into our

conjecture that with respect to data-language translations, the DL/I translation is more complex

then the SQL translation. This seems logical, since the data relationships inherent in the

hierarchical data model (i.e., one-to-many relationships) are more complex than the data

relationships in the relational model (i.e., one-to-one relationships).

4.4.2. An Execution-Based Analysis of Complexity

In this section, we present the method to obtain an execution-based analysis of the

completely of data-language translations. We also outline the goals of the method. This method

begins with the specification of a "generic" database schema, a "generic" database, and a

"generic" set of operations against the "generic" database. This specification is made

independent of the data models and data languages of the four language interfaces and of the

attribute-based data model and language. I sing the "generic" database schema, we can then

create equivalent schemas for each of the four language interfaces, i.e., SQL. DL/I, CODASYL-

DML. and Daplex. Once all four database schemas are created, we load the same database

schema and data into the multi-lingual database system via each language interface. The set of

"generic" database operations are translated by each language interface to equivalent operations

in either SQL, DL/I, CODASYL-DML or Daplex. Once the generic operations have been

translated into SQL, DL/I, CODASYL-DML or Daplex, we can then execute the operations by

way of the corresponding language interface.

There are two goals of the execution-based method. First, comparison of the complexity of

the data-language translations is quantitative. If during execution, we collect statistics on the

work being done by the kernel database system (i.e.. MBDS). such as, the volume of data

accessed, the volume of data retrieved, and the response time of a transaction, we can then

achieve a realistic estimation of the performance of each language interface based on the

"generic" schema, database and operation set. Second, we can use this data to physically

compare and contrast the data-language translations. This can only be accomplished if we can

find a fair, unbiased way to specify the "generic" schema database and operation set. While

finding a single, generic one may be ambitious, we can develop a number of generic ones for

comparison.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We do not provide a traditional conclusion to this paper. Instead, we provide some

thoughts on our future work, which may be characterized by the three questions below.

Question One: Can we extend the techniques using attribute grammars presented in Section

4 for specifying data-language translation to provide a paradigm for measuring or gauging the

complexity of data models? Our intention is to show that there may be a ranking of data models

with respect to a data model's semantic richness. Our use of the techniques so far suggests that

the data models can be ranked as follows, with respect to their semantic richness:
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Semantic Richness Data Model Relationships Among
Data Aggregates

Highest Entity- Relationship Recursive Relationships

High Network Many-to-Many Relationships

Medium Hierarchical One-to-Many Relationships

Low Relational and

Attribute- Based

One-to-One Relationships

As we proceed from the bottom to the top of the table, each data model inherits the relationships

of the previous data models, i.e., the network data model has many-to-many, one-to-many, and

one-to-one relationships among their data aggregates. Thus, semantic richness may be defined in

terms of relationships.

Question Two: How can we estimate, gauge and measure the complexity of a data-language

translation? Our study indicates that the complexity of a data-language translation is dependent

on three different tilings: (1) the semantic richness of the source (user) data model. (2) the

semantic richness of the target (kernel) data model, and (3) the particular data-model

transformation from the source (user) data model to the target (kernel) data model. That is,

given a source data model and a target data model, the complexity of the data-language

translation is affected by the semantics of the two data models and the data-model

transformation that is specified for the two models. Therefore, if we are given two different

data-model transformations, we can expect that the complexity of the two corresponding data-

language translations to be different. We arrive at the conclusion that the data-language

translation is independent of the data languages themselves. Instead, the data-language

translation is dependent on the data models that the languages are based on. In other words,

given two different data languages for the same source data model, we can expect that for a

certain data-model transformation, the complexity of the two data-language translations is

essentially the same.

Currently, each database is accessed via either the language interface that created the

database or via the kernel data language (i.e., ABDL) directly. This leads us to the third

question.

Question Three: Can we provide access to a database by way of different language

interfaces? For instance, can we allow the user of the Daplex language interface to access a

database created b\ a CODASYL-DML language interface, i.e.. to access a CODASYL-DML
database with Daplex? The current version of MLDS restricts the use and access of databases.

When a user of the relational/SQL language interface creates a database, that database is only

accessible via SQL or ABDL. Similarly, hierarchical databases are only accessible via DL/I or

ABDL. network databases are accessible via CODASYL-DML or ABDL and entity-relationship

databases are accessible via Daplex or ABDL. We believe we have a system that would remove

these restrictions. The implications of such a system are profound. By allowing the databases

based on different data models to be accessed by data languages based on different data models,

we extend our multi-lingual database system to a multi-model database system as well. Our
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present work indicates that a truly multi-lingual-and-multi-model database system is in sight.
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